W.I.A.A. BOYS TEAM TENNIS
JUNE 12-13, 2015

DIVISION 2 SEMI FINALS

Edgewood   6     Notre Dame   1

Singles
Flight 1 -Cecil Lingard (10) Ed def Matt Krzewinski (10) ND   6-1, 6-4,
Flight 2 -Noah Colletti (11) Ed def Jack Lemkuil (11) ND   6-2, 6-1,
Flight 3 -Felipe Campos (10) Ed def Nick Lasecki (10) ND   6-2, 6-3,
Flight 4 -Connor Maloney (11) Ed def Carter Oiles (10) ND   6-4, 6-1,

Doubles
Flight 1 -Charlie Parish (11)/Zach Janssen (11) ND def
             Charlie Kirsh (12)/Billy O'Brien (12) Ed   6-4, 6-7(4), 6-0
Flight 2 -Thomas Thelen (11)/Daniel Garlock (11) Ed def
             Jake LeBreck (10)/Isaac Hingtgen (10) ND   6-3, 3-6, 6-2
Flight 3 -Patrick Croake (12)/Hunter Dunn (9) Ed def
             Quinn Bowman (11)/Liam Edgar (11) ND   6-3, 7-6(8),